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"Consistency is essential to our profession and AP Stylebook helps ensure uniformity throughout

our worldwide distribution. Whether within the newsroom or in conversations with clients, citation of

AP Stylebook entries regularly settles editorial debates about spelling and formatting. Itâ€™s rare

and invaluable to have a definitive resource to adjudicate on simple disagreements of opinions."

--Paul J.F. Bowman, Senior Editor, Business Wire MinneapolisThe 2017 edition of The Associated

Press Stylebook and Briefing on Media Law includes nearly 200 new or revised entries and a new

chapter on data journalism guidance.The 2017 Stylebook includes additions and changes made

throughout the year on AP Stylebook Online, including new guidance on the use of they as a

singular, gender-neutral pronoun in some cases. Other changes include:-- A new entry on fact

checks and fake news, providing guidelines on fact-checking politicians and public officials. The

entry also advises not to use the label of fake news on individual news items that are simply

disputed; instead, be specific about what is meant.--New guidance on the use of cyberattack, stating

the term is routinely overused and instead writers should describe the specifics of the damage.--A

new entry on gender, which includes subentries for cisgender, intersex and gender noncomforming,

among other terms, and revisions to LGBT/LGBTQ making both terms acceptable.--A new entry on

addictions and revised drug-related entries, including guidance to avoid words like abuse, problem,

addict and abuser in most uses.--A new entry saying that esports is acceptable in all references to

competitive multiplayer video gaming.--A revised entry recommending the use of Walmart (not

Wal-Mart) when writing generally about the company, including Walmart stores. Include the legal

name Wal-Mart Stores Inc. in stories specific to corporate news.Greatly expanded data journalism

guidance is included in a new chapter of the 2017 edition. Data journalism has become a staple of

reporting across beats and platforms, no longer reserved for specialists. Government agencies,

businesses and other organizations all communicate in the language of data and statistics. To cover

them, journalists must become conversant in that language. Like AP's flagship spiral edition, the

convenience of the e-book with its interactive Index is a must-have for any grammar enthusiast on

the go - Find out more details about all things "Stylebook" at http://www.apstylebook.com.
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I'm very pleased with the Associated Press Stylebook and will keep me up-to-date on all the

changes in the writers' world. Commas are one of my problems as I was taught two different ways.

I'll be looking at this book frequently and will update all my "prior" training.

I can't live without the AP Stylebook, but wish this version was wirebound.

A great resource!

Always a winner. Glad for these new rules. Bought two for my office.

The co edition was good and so was the delivery.

I've had an AP Stylebook for years and have enjoyed using it so I decided to order a new one. I'm

sure the content is good but the paper it's printed on is the cheapest imaginable. What were they

thinking? The paper is what they used to call "high rag content." It's pulp--even lower grade than

your daily newspaper. I'm really disappointed...

This book is great but it's missing some crucial information and does not clarify everything I'm



looking for. For example, I had to solve the issue of B.C. vs. BCE or B.C.E. for dates. This AP book

only lists B.C. as an option without addressing the recently common, more politically correct BCE.

Multiple arguments on the internet say that BCE is the new standard, whereas a NYT article on the

subject said it should be B.C.E. I would hope that this latest edition would be able to address style

changes that have happened years ago.Occasionally, I try to look up the correct punctuation only to

end up more confused after reading the entire section.It has a good amount of detail on a lot of

useful things, but seems to be lacking detail on the items I actually need to look up.The quality and

feel of the book are great.

This is the bible of writers and editors, and this version contains some additions and precisions that

have been lacking for years.
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